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Abstract 
In mobile cloud computing systems, collaborators share the software and hardware infrastructure. Achieving a satisfactory 
throughput partly depends on providing a well-designed data model. It helps to achieve fewer database objects and improve data 
access, mobile cloud integration and service customization. This study uses a XSD (XML Schema Definition) approach to 
provide a flexible Meta data. Exploiting such pliable model, mobile clouds will be able to achieve important objectives such as 
effective cloud integration and customization.  
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1. Introduction 
Providing configurable and customizable service in multi-level is one of the challenges of mobile cloud service 
hosters. This feature enables hosters to reach a least memory consumption and decrease in expenses. This property 
becomes a demand when the requirements of tenants and their hosters are homogeneous. Moreover, variety 
increases when different cloud hosters need various application model such as virtual machine, higher level of 
customization for data access and storage, higher degree of configuration for particular functionalities like ERP and 
CRM (Meier et al., 2009).  
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Shared databases and shared schema is an approach used by some cloud hosting servers to manage data 
associated to tenants in cloud solutions. Through this approach an unlimited custom fields can be saved, though it 
requires a sophisticated data model is required to ease querying process. Cloud systems dedicated to shared database 
and shared schema engage more cost and effort. But in MCC scenarios where sometimes there is not planned 
collaboration among tenants and hosters, using shared database and shared schema is inevitable. 
MCC can be used in various context-aware and pervasive applications such as (Barry & Dick, 2013; Beach, 
Rana, Rezgui, & Parashar, 2013; Espada, Crespo, Martínez, G-Bustelo, & Lovelle, 2012; Flores & Srirama, 2014; 
Fortier, Rossi, Gordillo, & Challiol, 2010; Garcia-Cabot, A., de-Marcos, L., & Garcia-Lopez, E., 2015; Wang & 
Wu, 2011), to name a few. Context-aware applications running on smart devices need to be aware of the abilities 
and capabilities of themselves and their nearby devices to perform in more intelligent manner. MCC is a diversion 
of cloud computing which is aimed to create a cloud infrastructure to reach a high-quality context aware 
applications. Such collaborations require a database management modules and data access functionalities and 
interfaces to subscribe/publish context information. However, no data model is presented to support the 
collaboration among tenants and hosters in MCC literatures. Such data model is required to successfully authenticate 
and authorize collaborating peers in accessing appropriate contextual information.  
In this study, we design and construct a data model to improve data access collaboration among peers in context-
aware mobile cloud scenarios. The study is developed using a new model driven development method which 
presents a data model to enable peers of the MCC scenarios to efficiently subscribe for services in counterparts and 
get informed the changes. The Meta-data provided for data model is based on XSD.  
In the section 2 requirements of the data model is discussed. Section 3 presents the detail of the proposed XSD-
based data model. The discussion is provided in section 4. Finally section 5 concludes the study. 
2. Requirements of a data model to uphold mobile cloud collaboration scenarios  
One factor in success of context-aware systems is to enable peers of a MCC system to easily register for contextual 
data in counterparts and exchange the information. The data model must makes the peers independent of changes on 
the underlying software and hardware differences in collaborators. In the other words, regardless of varieties in 
characteristics of members of a mobile clouds and their contextual data requirements the data model should be 
remain unchanged. This means supporting dissimilar contextual data requirements.  
In addition to contextual data requirements, the degree of detail of information of different counterparts change 
over time. Moreover, as smart devices install or uninstall different software and hardware which results in the 
change in the schema of their contextual information change. Therefore such system needs to support schema 
evolution.  
A MCC environment consists of various devices on which each peer may use different frameworks. So the 
contextual data received from a device should be converted to a suitable format. Moreover, the same data in a 
systems may need to be presented in different format. Hence, such system requires data transformation 
functionalities.  
Consequently, supporting dissimilar contextual data requests, schema evolution, and data transformation 
functionalities are fundamental requirements of such system. To meet the requirements, the proposed Metamodel 
should exposes the desired features.  
3. The proposed data model 
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Figure 1 presents the XSD diagram of the proposed data model to uphold mobile cloud collaboration applications 
on which peers depend on contextual information of the others. The XML schema is designed using Microsoft 
Visual Studio XSD designer. Then it is corrected to produce an appropriate format. Then XSD diagram is generated 
using the open access features of xmlgrid website (http://view.xmlgrid.net/).  The data model is titled 
MCC_Context. The well-known ASPNETDB database of .NET framework is employed to achieve the 
MCC_Context data model. The model should be used by all peers to manage MCC scenarios. The MCC_Context 
comprises a collection of elements including: Contexts, PeerGroups, Peers, UserLoginInfo, Users, UserContexts, 
and UsersInGroups. 
Fig. 1. The XSD diagram of the proposed data model 
The Contexts contains a sequence of items to store multiple contextual information within a peer (a member of a 
mobile cloud collaboration scenario). As illustrated in figure 2, plenty of details are exposesd about the structure of 
the element (In the subsequent figures which are correspond to other elements, the degree of details are lowered). 
ContextID is of uniqueidentifier SQL data type (Guid) which differentiates contextual entities within peers. 
PropertyNames is a string which contains names of all property values related to a contextual entity. Storing all 
names using a single field makes data model able to store different contextual entities with different quantity of 
properties. PropertyValuesString represents values of properties of string type. PropertyValuesBinary represents 
values of properties of binary type. LastUpdatedDate shows the last values update time of a context object.  
Fig. 2. XSD diagram of the Contexts element  
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Figure 3 presents the corresponding XSD for the Contexts element. It includes XML standard schema elements 
augmented with different XML schema namespaces. 
 
<xs:element name="Contexts" > 
          <xs:complexType> 
            <xs:sequence> 
              <xs:element name="ContextID" msdata:DataType="System.Guid, mscorlib,  
Version=4.0.0.0, PublicKeyToken=b77a5c561934e089"  type="xs:string" /> 
              <xs:element name="PropertyNames" > 
                <xs:simpleType> 
                  <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
                    <xs:maxLength value="1073741823" /> 
                  </xs:restriction> 
                </xs:simpleType> 
              </xs:element> 
              <xs:element name="PropertyValuesString" > 
                <xs:simpleType> 
                  <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
                    <xs:maxLength value="1073741823" /> 
                  </xs:restriction> 
                </xs:simpleType> 
              </xs:element> 
              <xs:element name="PropertyValuesBinary" type="xs:base64Binary" /> 
              <xs:element name="LastUpdatedDate"  type="xs:dateTime" /> 
            </xs:sequence> 
          </xs:complexType> 
</xs:element> 
Fig. 3. XML schema of the Contexts element  
The entries associated to collaborators of a mobile cloud system is managed by Peers element.  Figure 4 presents 
the XSD diagram of the Peers elements. Each peer is presented using an ID (PeerID), a name (PeerName) and a 
description. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. XSD diagram of the PeerGroups element 
According to the type of peers and their requirements for special contextual data peers are divided to different 
groups. The records associated to such groups are stored in PeerGroups element (figure 5). Each group of peers are 
given an ID (GroupID), ID of associated Peer (PeerID), a name (GroupName) and a description. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. XSD diagram of the PeerGroups element 
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The Users element handles information regarding users of a cloud peer. As illustrated in figure 6, it includes user 
ID, corresponding peer ID, user name, user’s smart device alias, a Boolean to specify whether the user is anonymous 
or not, time of the last activity taken by the user. 
Fig. 6. XSD diagram of the PeerGroups element 
The XSD diagram in figure 7 shows the relationship between users and peer-groups. The UserInGroups element 
represents this relation through storing their IDs. 
 
 
 
Fig. 7. XSD diagram of the PeerGroups element 
The UsersContexts authorize a user to access a specific contextual data. The XSD diagram in figure 8 controls 
the relationship between users and peer-groups. For each object in the instance of this schema, the ids of the user 
and the corresponding context is maintained to imply such relation. 
 
 
 
Fig. 8. XSD diagram of the PeerGroups element 
The UsersLoginInfo element cope with login info of the users. Each record of the UsersLoginInfo is equal to one 
user. Figure 9 presents the UsersLoginInfo XSD diagram. It presents various information for each user such as the 
UserID, the PeerID, Password, Password format (plain text, hashed, or encrypted), PasswordSalt (to salt password 
hashes), devicePIN (PIN of the connected user) and other information. 
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Fig. 9. XSD diagram of the UsersLoginInfo element 
 
4. Discussion 
Proposed data model to develop enables different counterparts to collaborate easily. Data stored using XML schema 
can be transferred through various platforms. It means storing and supporting different schemas and consequently 
contextual information. A successful collaboration among a mobile cloud also requires a well-designed security 
consideration which is considered in the proposed data model. This help peers to protect their resource from 
unauthorized accesses. The collaboration mechanism use the data stored using this schema to satisfy the need to 
identify the peers, affirm or refuse access, and provide mechanisms to protect sensitive assets. The data model and 
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underlying APIs can support such functionalities. The Mobile cloud collaboration API framework also requires to 
support a collection of counterpart’s management methods such as following list:  
x Subscribe/unsubscribe peers to access contextual data 
x Add a counterpart programmatically 
x Dynamically produce new passwords and transmit it to a peer 
x Search a peer 
x Create a group 
x Assign a peer to a group 
x Authenticate a peer 
x Authorize a peer to access allowed contextual data 
x Create an abstraction layer to decuple the MCC collaboration systems from underlying data management 
capabilities.  
5. Conclusion 
MCC is a buzzword when there is a need to implement a context-aware application. Such systems needs to 
transfer contextual data to enhance the computation. This study provides a data model to support MCC collaboration 
scenarios. Relaying such data model, MCC systems can develop middleware and supporting APIs to manage 
collaboration required to MCC scenarios. The proposed data model makes it possible to extend the MCC systems to 
support different contextual information. Our next objective is to provide a middleware, underlying the proposed 
data model in this study, to support MCC collaboration applications which need to transfer contextual information. 
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